Abstract: Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) has been investigated as a potential non-invasive method for breast cancer imaging for more than two decades. However, since EIT requires direct contact with the boundary, electrode positioning and boundary movement have always been considered as two of the sources of errors and artifacts. A breast can be deformed due to its natural structure. Therefore, if the breast is deformed on purpose, each deformation can provide one new set of independent EIT measurements data. More independent data provides more information from the same region of interest. In this hypothesis, information gathered with different deformations is combined, in all cases we assumed that shape and electrode positions measured by other means. Simulations have been carried out to verify the hypothesis, and results show improvements in the detectability of the early stage tumor in depth.
Introduction
Breast Cancer is one of the most common cancers in women; only in the England 46085 women and 332 men were diagnosed with invasive breast cancer in 2014 (Office for National Statistics, 2016) .There are various stages of breast cancer based on the size of the tumour, lymph node invasion and whether metastatic spread (the TNM system) (Taherian-Fard, Srihari, & Ragan, 2014) . The curative ratio and survival rate are much higher at early stages with smaller tumours. The mortality rate decreased by 34% from 1990-2010 in the US (Nagwa Dongola, 2015) . Screening methods, such as mammography, have been one of the biggest contributors to the reduction of the mortality rate. Early detection of the tumours in their primary stage will substantially increase the patient's chance of living. Mammography has been used as the standard screening and diagnosis tool for breast cancer. However, a study shows that it can also cause unnecessary pain and can lead to surgeries due to false diagnoses and over-diagnoses (Mulcanhy, 2015) . In relatively rare cases (less than 1%) defined as 'occult' breast cancer, patients presenting metastasized carcinoma to the axillary lymph node without mammographic or physical finding of the primary (Lloyd & Nash, 2001) . Also, since it is X-ray sourced, mammography is considered to be invasive.
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an imaging technique under investigation as an alternative
imaging method for breast cancer screening. Studies (SHA, WARD, & STORY, 2002) have shown that normal breast tissue and benign tumours have similar conductivity properties, but there is a big contrast between normal/benign and malignant breast tissue at low frequency (1 kHz-1MHz). These studies indicate that electrical conductivity properties can be used to identify breast cancer. The principle of EIT is to reconstruct the image of the region of interest by mapping the conductivity distribution of the area with the measurements taken at the boundary. Among all the medical imaging technologies, EIT has the advantages of being low cost, mobile and non-invasive.
However, since EIT requires direct contact with the boundary (in this case the skin), electrodes positioning errors and boundary movement have been considered as one of the sources of errors. Previous studies (Boyle, Adler, & Lionheart, 2012) worked on shape recovery and correction to reduce the errors. However, unlike other parts of body such as the brain and the thorax, breast tissues are more elastic, and thus the deformation of the boundary shape is achievable. The scheme of turning the issue into an opportunity for breast cancer application of EIT is investigated in this paper. In this scheme, with the deformation of the boundary shape of the breast, increasing numbers of independent measurements can be collected without physically moving the electrodes that are attached to the human body. Multiple independent measurements can provide more information about the region of interest. Theoretically, combining these additional pieces of information would increase the detectability of smaller tumours. Computational simulations have been carried out to verify this hypothesis. Conclusions are drawn from the simulation results using total variation (TV) regularisation as well as more commonly used Tikhonov regularisation scheme.
Methods

2.1)Forward modelling
EIT systems consist of electrodes on the boundary for driving and measuring purposes. For the appropriate formulation of the system, the complete electrode model (CEM) was introduced in 1999 (Vauhkonen, Vauhkonen, Savolainen, & Kaipio, 1999) to constrain the boundary conditions. Equation
describes the potential field within the boundary, and the voltage measurement at the electrode is described by the complete electrode model
Where u is the potential field, Z k is the contact impedance, n is the outward unit normal vector and e k is the electrodes. The driving current is described by the Dirichlet boundary condition, can be seen as an integral of the inward current density on the electrode surface S
The inter-electrode gaps on the boundary is described by
To ensure a unique solution for the system, more constraints are applied based on the law of charge conservation, and a reference point is selected.
To be able to image a domain, it is essential to turn the continuous problem into a discrete problem. The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical discretizing method commonly used in EIT, and it discretizes the domain of interest into small elements to solve the forward model. Equations for FEM formulations and the Jacobian calculation are partially taken from (Lionheart, Polydorides, & Borsic, 2005) .The potential distribution is approximated into finite elements using the linear piecewise function:
Where N is the number of nodes, is the nodal basis function and is the nodal value assumed by the solution.
However, since are not differentiable, Equation (1) can't be satisfied and
Where r is residual. Instead, we drive a weaker form of equation and according to the Galerkin Method/Weighted residuals method, with proper choice of the shape function ω
Using Green's Second identity and the vector identity
Therefore with partial integral and divergence theorem
Where 1 is the surface of the boundary with electrodes and 2 is the inter-electrode parts (no electrodes). The current density between the electrodes are zero therefore
With complete electrodes model,
In FEM, the same test function is used for both the shape function and the potential approximation. I.e. = ∑ =1 and ℎ = ∑ =1 .
The FEM system equation is built in the format below
Where and are × matrices, is × and is × dimensions matrices. And
The Jacobian matrix is "the complete matrix of partial derivatives of voltages with respect to conductivity parameters" (Lionheart, Polydorides, & Borsic, 2005) . The current input is kept constant, and the perturbations are: → + , → + and → + .Then the first order perturbation is calculated, and the total change in power is
To get the potential change on a particular electrode ,the current pattern is considered and solved:
( ) is the hypothetical measurement potential and the current for ℎ driving pattern is
To calculate the Jacobian matrix one must choose a discretization of the conductivity. The simplest case is to take the conductivity to be the piecewise constant on polyhedral domains such as voxels or tetrahedral elements. Taking to be the characteristic function of the kth voxel we have for a fixed current pattern
2.2) Combination of deformed boundary shapes
In our case, one of the major challenges is that with deformable boundary, the boundary shapes change for each set of measurements. Therefore, with multiple shapes, multiple forward models are required. At this stage, the selection of shapes is entirely arbitrary. Six different meshes for each particular shape are generated for the first step simulation（Figure 1）. All of the meshes are 2D, and 16 electrodes are placed around the boundary. The x-dimension of all meshes are kept as 1.The limitations of deformation and the choice of shapes will be investigated in the future. Ideally, in the final application combined with the experimental data, the program should be able to gather the actual shape deformation of the phantom and generate meshes accordingly. To combine these different sets of information, a square of the region of interest is selected with the inclusion inside. To maintain the consistency of the Jacobian matrix, the inclusion within the region will not change with the deformation. Also, a 30 x 30 grid mesh is used instead of a triangular mesh. To combine the information, a super Jacobian matrix is formed and the equation of the system is as follows:
Where ∆V 1 , ∆V 2 , ∆V 3 , ∆V 4 , ∆V 5 , ∆V 6 are the voltage difference data for shape 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, and , , , , , ,are the Jacobian values for each shape.
Figure 1 Six different meshes that are generated for six different shapes
2.2) Information content in combined data
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a decomposition method used to transform a set of highdimensional correlated data into a set of lower dimensional uncorrelated data that expose the desired relationship more clearly than the original data set. The dimensions are identified and ordered from most to least variation. With SVD, we can greatly reduce the amount of data by cutting off variables below a certain threshold. However, the main relationship in which we are interested is maintained.
A × rectangular or square matrix A can be decomposed into three matrices:
Where U is an m × m orthonormal matrix, and the columns of U are the orthonormal eigenvectors of A . S is a m × n diagonal matrix and it contains the square root of non-zero eigenvalues from U or V in descending order (eigenvalues from U and V are always the same).V is an n × n orthonormal matrix and the columns of V is the orthonormal eigenvectors of . And is the transpose of matrix V, and it is a n × n matrix.
The columns of U are called left singular vectors and the columns of V are called right singular vectors.
The diagonal entries in matrix S constitute the singular value of matrix A. This indicates the variance of the independent components along each dimension.
Assume that 1 , 1 and are numbers and order that 1 ≥ 2 ≥ ⋯ ≥ > 0 = +1 = ⋯ = the expression of matrix A can be then written as:
If +1 , … , are negligibly small, matrix A can be approximated and SVD can be truncated into many fewer dimensions:
This reduction will not affect the main relationship of the data, since the components are ordered from most to least variation. Cutting off less significant elements can also exclude noises very effectively.
Figure 2 is the SVD decay for different cases and also for the combined Jacobian. The graph in Figure 2 shows the potential improvements this scheme might bring. Above a given noise level, the number of independent measurements increases significantly with the combination of the Jacobian. 
The total variation problem is defined by adding a penalty term the 1 − of the gradient of the image, or the so called total variation regularization term (∆ )
Where is the regularization parameter based on the Bregman iterative algorithm, split Bregman methods (Goldsteom & Osher, 2009) can extend the utility of the Bregman iteration to the minimizations of more general 1 − regularization terms. The same algorithms are applied both to the combined data case and the individual cases such as case A (circular shape). TV functional can be described in domain :
Then the Bregman iterative algorithm can be expressed as following
The sub gradient of the total variation function at the ( + 1) ℎ-iteration
Equation ((27) and (28) are the basic formulation split Bregman TV method
The split Bregman iteration method is introduced as follows: an auxiliary variable which aims to be optimised to represent ( = ∆ ) can be used to allow solving a constrained optimization problem
To solve this problem, the corresponding unconstrained optimization problem of equation (31) 
Where > 0 is the split parameter. After applying the Bregman iteration method that shown in equation (29) and (30), the solution of equation (32) can be obtained as following
2.4) Experimental Setup
To be consistent with the simulation study, six phantoms scaled from the simulation had been 3D-printed. Electrodes are attached corresponding to the computer model. The electrode positioning used in 3D EIT for brain activity (Tidswell, Gibson, Bayford, & Holder, 2000) may be applied to breast cancer in future work. Location of inclusions for all sets of experiments are marked with same scale. Figure 3 is a picture of the printed phantoms we used for tests. Some initial tests had been carried out to verify the feasibility of physical experimentation. Table 1 below shows reconstructions for some of the individual deformed shapes. 
Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of combined data, a number of simulation studies are being carried out. In all cases the electrical conductivity of background is 1 S/m and inclusions has electrical conductivity of 1.1 S/m. For each set of simulations, 2% Gaussian noise (2% of the mean value of the measured voltage differences) is added to all simulations. Each table shows ROI, inclusion, and reconstruction using the TV and the Tikhonov methods for both Case A (circular shape) and for combined data sets. For example, in Table 2 , Set 1 simulates an inclusion of size 0.2 located at the centre of the region (0, 0). A true image of the inclusion with the circular shape (Case A) is shown on the top right. A reconstruction comparison between the circular case (Case A) and the combined case with both Tikhonov regularization and total variation is shown for each set.
The first nine sets of simulations are with single inclusions to study the effect of size and location on image reconstruction. Results show a much-improved performance of the combined data set with a small tumour model. Table 6 and Table 9 indicate that for both Tikhonov and TV, the combined methods produce a better image than Case A. When 2% noise data is added and the model is run multiple times, the combined case shows consistent results, while Case A will be affected by high level of artefacts. Table 9 shows a simulation with a small inclusion in the centre that the single data set has completely failed to detect the inclusion. In comparison, the combined case shows a circular inclusion with correct position.
This show potential of proposed combined method for early detection of breast cancer. Sets 11-14 are simulations conducted with two inclusions. It is evident from the simulations that the Tikhonov method works better with multiple inclusions. Although Tikhonov method cannot demonstrate the clear separation of the two objects, it provides an image with the correct location, while TV fails in the case of smaller objects. Table 11 shows that in the case of two different sized inclusions, the conventional reconstruction did not show any separation of the two inclusion because the smaller inclusion was largely affected by the larger one. Regarding a combined case, although the Tikhonov method did not clearly show the smaller inclusion, it showed the trend of the separation. Table 12,   Table 13 and Table 14 show that by using the combined method, a clear separation is defined for both small and large items.
Table 13 also shows that when two inclusions are very close to each other, the combined method represents them better. (-0.2, 0) (-0.3, 0) and (0.3, 0) location size in the centre. For a larger inclusion, total variation works better than the Tikhonov method, but for smaller objects both methods failed the single boundary measurement of case A. In both cases, the combined method could detect the inclusion. Particularly for a smaller object, the combined method provides a significant improvement in the results, especially in terms of increasing the detectability and the stability of detecting smaller objects. Therefore, applying the combined method can potentially be useful in breast cancer screening as early diagnosis is the key to the breast cancer treatments. Electrical conductivity varies not only for different body parts, organs, and types of tissues but also by the physiological state of the individual parts. Difference image is used instead of absolute imaging because of its ability to eliminate the background errors between each measurement by subtracting. Time-difference electrical impedance tomography (tdEIT) is widely used in EIT reconstructions. However, in order to achieve the result, a time dependent data measurement of the experimental objects is required. For certain applications such as tumour detection, it is almost impossible to acquire background data before the measurement with existing tumours. Therefore, frequency-difference EIT (fdEIT) is purposed to image frequency-dependant changes of a complex conductivity distribution within the imaged region (Seo, Lee, Kim, Zribi, & Woo, 2008) . Studies (Surowiec, Stuchly, Barr, & Swarup, 1988) (Jossinet, 1996) (Jossinet & Schmitt, 1999) have shown a significant contrast between normal and pathological breast tissue in frequency response. The results shown here, therefore, could apply to fdEIT, because they measure two different frequencies in the same boundary position. Initial phantom design and test has been done and future work will follow in our continued study with biological samples and frequency difference measurements. Further investigation of combined modelling with experimental study is subject of our future studies.
Conclusions
EIT has been investigated as a non-invasive imaging technique for breast cancer for over two decades.
Since EIT requires direct contact with the boundary, electrodes positioning errors and boundary movement have been considered as one of the sources of errors. Previous studies (Boyle, Adler, & Lionheart, 2012) X-axis pixle number worked on shape recovery and correction to reduce the errors. However, unlike other parts of body such as the brain and the thorax, breast tissues are more elastic, and thus the deformation of the boundary shape is achievable. In this paper, a hypothesis of combining measurements with multiple shapes is discussed and validated with simulation. With the deformation of the boundary shape of the breast, the number of independent measurements has increased. It is shown in Figure 2 that more information data has been gathered as a result of combing multiple measurements. Models of different shapes have been developed to carry out the simulation. The choice of the shapes is arbitrary in this paper. To combine these different sets of information, a square of the region of interest has been selected with the inclusion inside. To maintain the consistency of the Jacobian method, the inclusion within the region remained unchanged after the deformation. For each set of simulation, 2% Gaussian noise (2% of the mean value of the measured voltage differences) has been added. Tikhonov regularization and TV are both used for the simulation. Simulation results indicated improvements in the detectability and the stability of detecting small objects. If the improvements suggested by simulation studies can be shown in experimental and in clinical data, these may become a very useful step in breast cancer screening as early diagnosis is key to breast cancer treatments.
The experimental verification of the proposed method will follow in our continued study.
